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```c
signed char n = get_number();
assert(i >= 100);
assert(i + 20 <= -120);

Ranges
n: [-128..127]
n: [100..127] == [-128..127]&[100..127]
n: [108..116] == [100..127]&([-128..-120]-20)
```
The Problem: False Positive

— The result of multiplicative operations is unknown:

```c
int size = 4, n, i;
for (i = 0; i < size - 2; ++i)
    init(&n);
use(n); // no warning
```
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```c
int n = get_number();
assert (n <= 2);
assert (n + 2 >= 4);
1 / (n - 2); // div. by zero
```
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int n = get_number();
assert (n <= 2);
assert (n * 2 >= 4);
1 / (n - 2); // no warning
```
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- Negative multipliers and divisors reverse the inequality operator
- Patches under review: [https://reviews.llvm.org/D50256](https://reviews.llvm.org/D50256) & [https://reviews.llvm.org/D49074](https://reviews.llvm.org/D49074)
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